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Derivational marking in compounds
The expression of a derivational category C is customarily equated with the application of a word-formation rule relating a base B of the appropriate sort to a derivative D, whose form ordinarily differs from that of B in that it contains some formal mark of category C; for instance, the expression of the derivational category 'privative adjective' is equated with the application of a rule relating a noun B to an adjective B-less. (Hereafter, I shall refer to derivational rules of this sort, which introduce specific morphological markings (such as -less) as RULES OF DERIVATIONAL EXPONENCE.) In many cases, the expression of a derivational category C involves not only a rule R of derivational exponence, but also an additional rule specifying how R is involved in the expression of C when the base is a compound. In instances in which the compound is headed, this additional RULE OF COMPOSITION very often requires the application of R to the compound's head. That is, for any rule of derivational exponence Deriv, the application of Deriv to a compound [X Y] headed by Y is very often determined by the rule of composition in (1) On first consideration, (1) might appear to be the ONLY rule of composition that is ever needed in the derivational domain; my purpose here is to challenge this assumption. In particular, I shall demonstrate that in deriving ordinal numerals from their cardinal counterparts, languages exploit a wide array of rules of composition, including but by no means limited to (1) .
I first discuss rules of composition that are widely observable in the domains of inflection and nonordinal derivation ( §2). I then discuss the derivation of ordinal numerals in a range of languages, including the rules of composition that are involved in this derivation ( §3). The evidence that I discuss motivates a richly varied typology of ordinal formation and leads to the conclusion that in the derivational domain, rules of composition may assume a variety of different forms ( §4).
Rules of composition in inflection and in nonordinal derivation
There is clear evidence for a distinction between rules of exponence and rules of composition both in the derivational domain and in the domain of inflection. Consider first the case of inflection. In the inflection of English, various lexically conditioned rules of inflectional exponence are involved in the definition of past-tense forms such as lived, did, sang, ate, and spent; on the other hand, a single rule of composition guarantees that headed compounds such as OUTLIVE, OVERDO, OUTSING, OVEREAT and OUTSPEND inflect for past tense on their head in the manner required by its lexical conditioning : outlived, overdid, outsang, overate, outspent. Stump (2001: 115) (Stump 2001: 114ff) .
The rule of composition in (1) in many cases functions as the derivational counterpart of the Head-Application Principle. Thus, consider the formation of denominal occupation nouns in English. Given a noncompound disciplinary noun of the form X, one can represent the form of the corresponding occupational derivative as the result of applying a function OccupDeriv to X. The evaluation of OccupDeriv is lexically conditioned: where X= physics, OccupDeriv(X)= physicist (in which -ist supplants the final s in physics and induces velar softening, however this is to be formulated); where X= economics, OccupDeriv(X)= economist (in which -ist supplants the final -ics in economics); and where X= linguistics, OccupDeriv(X)= linguist (from which the final -ics in linguistics is simply absent). This lexical conditioning is represented in (2).
(2) Lexical conditioning in the derivation of denominal occupation nouns in English (1), it has the realization [atomic [scient-ist] ]. Because of (1), it is fallacious to expect a derived lexeme's logical structure to be isomorphic to its morphological realization: the meaning of the lexeme ATOMIC SCIENTIST is related to the meaning of the lexeme ATOMIC SCIENCE, but this relation is not mediated by ATOMIC SCIENTIST's morphological realization as [atomic [scient-ist] ].
In the examples in (3), the rule of composition in (1) functions very much like the Head-Application Principle; just as the latter principle causes inflectional markings to be situated on the head of a compound, so (1) causes derivational marking to be situated on the head of each compound in (3a). But unlike the Head-Application Principle, the rule of composition in (1) doesn't invariably define a pattern of head marking. Consider, for instance, the derivation of diminutives from exocentric [V N] compounds in Spanish (Catalán 1995) .
Suppose first that given a noncompound Spanish noun X, the form of the corresponding diminutive derivative is the result of applying a function Dimin to X. On that assumption, the evaluation of Dimin must be conditioned both by X's gender and by its prosodic characteristics: where the derivational base X is masculine, Dimin(X) is also masculine and exhibits a diminutive marker from column M of (4); where X is feminine, Dimin(X) is also feminine and exhibits a diminutive marker from column F; and the choice among the markers in rows (4a-c) depends on the derivational base's prosodic characteristics, as in (5). (4 (1) . The effect of (1) is to cause the realization of diminutive morphology in a diminutive deriving from an exocentric compound to be conditioned not by the prosody of the compound as a whole but by that of the compound's righthand member (minus any plural morphology), as in the examples in (6). These cases are unlike that of high-energy physicist, since in these cases, the derivational marking is not situated on the compound's head; indeed, the compound has no head. Even so, high-energy physicist and quitasolecito are alike in that each derives from a compound C through the application of the relevant rule of derivational exponence to C's second member (whether or not this is C's head). Should this be seen as evidence that the rule of composition in (1) (1) is invariably valid by appealing to the distinction between absolute and conjunct forms. An absolute form is used in isolation from any compounded formatives; a conjunct form is used in the presence of compounded formatives. Many languages exhibit absolute/conjunct distinctions in their morphology (Stump 1995: 264-73; 2001: 119-26) . In Sanskrit, for example, a verb's gerund has both an absolute form in -tvā (used in the absence of any compounded preverbs, e.g. patitvā 'having flown') and a conjunct form in -ya (used in the presence of one or more compounded preverbs, e.g. ni-patya 'having flown down'). Once a distinction is drawn between absolute and conjunct forms, one can say that in English, the agentive derivatives of the verbs steal, go, and do have conjunct forms but lack absolute forms; in this way, one can maintain that even derivatives such as sheep-stealer conform to (1) . This hypothesis, however, is dramatically disconfirmed by the evidence of ordinal derivation. A survey of ordinal derivation in over seventy languages reveals that when a compound cardinal numeral is the base of derivation, the expression of ordinal derivation is highly variable. Thus, suppose that each language with ordinal derivation has a function Ord such that where X is a cardinal numeral, Ord(X) is the ordinal counterpart of X; on that assumption, (1) does not suffice to define the form of ordinal derivatives for compound cardinal numerals. Indeed, as I now show, languages exhibit great diversity in the rules of composition that they employ for the evaluation of the function Ord.
Ordinal derivation

Some preliminaries
Before considering the formation of ordinal derivatives from compound cardinal numerals, it is important to note the large variety of ways in which natural languages form complex cardinal numerals. Some languages have no cardinal numeral morphology at all; an example is Andamanese, whose cardinal numeral system is reported to consist of the two lexical items in (7). Most languages, however, have rich systems of cardinal numeral morphology, allowing larger numbers to be named through the systematic combination of numerals that name smaller numbers. The nature of such combinations varies widely across languages. For instance, Stampe (1976) cites the words for 'eighteen' in the languages in (8) 
These examples demonstrate at least three dimensions along which languages vary in the definition of their cardinal numerals. First, languages differ in the choice of their numeral base. Most of the cardinal numeral systems exemplified in (8) express 'eighteen' decimally (in base 10), but Sora (variety (b)) instead expresses it duodecimally (in base 12). The languages represented here also vary in the way in which arithmetic operations are evoked for the interpretation of complex cardinal numerals: most express the numeral 'eighteen' additively, but Breton and Welsh (b) express it multiplicatively, Ono expresses it through the use of both multiplication and addition, and Latin expresses it through the use of both multiplication and subtraction. Finally, the languages vary in the ways in which they express a particular arithmetic operation: Spanish, for example, expresses the additive operation in 10+8 through the use of an overt conjunction; Vietnamese expresses the additive operation in 10+8 purely by means of the ordering of its conjuncts, with the smaller addend following the larger one (in contrast to tám mươi '80', literally '8 10'); and German expresses the additive operation in 8+10 through the use of the allomorph zehn (in contrast to -zig, which is instead used for the expression of the multiplicand as in numerals such as achtzig '80'). My objective here is to examine a further layer of diversification in the definition of languages' numeral systems, namely that of the formation of ordinal numerals (numerals that don't simply specify cardinality, but indicate a position in an ordered sequence). In particular, I shall develop a typological classification of the ways in which complex numerals such as those in (8) form their ordinals; in formal terms, this is a classification of the kinds of rules of composition that languages use in deriving ordinals from complex cardinals.
Many languages have distinct cardinal and ordinal numerals, but not all do; for instance, there are no special ordinal numerals in the Peruvian language isolate Urarina (Olawsky 2006: 282) , nor in the Chapacura-Wanham language Wari' of Brazil (Everett & Kern 1997: 349) , nor in the Sino-Tibetan languages Qiang (LaPolla 2003: 64) and Dumi (van Driem 1993: 88) . Many languages also distinguish ordinals from cardinals for certain numbers only. For instance, in the Babungo language (Niger-Congo; Cameroon), only 'one' has an ordinal counterpart (Schaub 1985: 240) ; in Lavukaleve (East Papuan), ordinals are distinguished from cardinals only for 'one' through 'ten', beyond which the cardinal numerals serve both cardinal and ordinal functions (Terrill 2003: 53) ; in Panamint (Uto-Aztecan), special ordinals exist only for 'one' through 'ten' and for multiples of ten (Dayley 1989: 161-7) . Even so, a great many languages associate a distinct ordinal numeral with every one (or nearly) of their cardinal numerals; it is with those languages that I am concerned here.
External ordinal marking
Conceptually, the simplest way of forming the ordinal counterpart of a complex cardinal numeral n is by means of an operation applying to n as an unanalyzed whole. I shall refer to ordinal marking arising through such operations as EXTERNAL ordinal marking. The clearest cases of external ordinal marking are those involving a circumfix which straddles an entire cardinal numeral, however complex it may be. Thus, in Kanuri, ordinals are formed by attaching a circumfix to the corresponding cardinal; the circumfix consists of the prefix kfin-and the suffix -mi, which join with both simplex and complex cardinals, as in (9) Thus, Kanuri doesn't need a rule of composition for the derivation of ordinals from complex cardinals; instead, all cardinals, complex or not, involve a single word-formation rule, as in (10).
(10) Definition of Ord in Kanuri: Ord(X) = kfin-X-mi
Internal ordinal marking
Despite the conceptual simplicity of deriving ordinals from compound cardinals treated as unanalyzed wholes, a very common pattern of ordinal marking for compound cardinals involves the use of ordinal marking on one or more of the compound's individual constituents. I refer to this pattern of ordinal marking as INTERNAL marking.
There are numerous subtypes of internal ordinal marking. One extremely common subtype involves ordinal marking on exactly one constituent of the numeral compound, typically a peripheral constituent. Thus, in many languages, ordinal marking is situated on a numeral compound's right-peripheral constituent. In English, for example, the ordinal counterpart of the compound cardinal twenty-one is twenty-first, in which only the compound's final constituent exhibits ordinal marking. Similar examples are found in the other languages listed in (11). (11 In these languages, a rule of composition of the type in (1) Though I've characterized the ordinal marking in (11) as right-peripheral, there is an apparent alternative analysis: that of assuming that ordinal marking is always situated on the numeral denoting the smaller of two numbers. It is clear, though, that for the languages cited here, the simpler analysis is that ordinal marking is situated at a compound numeral's right periphery. Consider first English multiplicative compounds such as two hundred: these, too, exhibit right-peripheral ordinal marking (two hundredth), even though the multiplicand hundred denotes a larger number than the multiplier two. Moreover, the English teens are additive numerals in which the smaller addend precedes the larger, yet here too, ordinal morphology is situated at the right periphery, as in seventeenth. And finally, several Germanic and Slavic languages express '21' as 'one and twenty', with the smaller addend preceding; yet here again, the ordinal counterpart involves the ordinal form of the final addend rather than that of the smaller addend. These same languages express '101' as 'hundred (and) one', whose ordinal counterpart involves the ordinal form of 'one', as in English. (Norwegian has alternative forms for 'twenty-first', one similar to English, the other to German.) Internal ordinal marking is not always right-peripheral. Additive numerals in some languages are marked left-peripherally (on the larger of two addends), as for example in (13); see also the Breton evidence in §3.5. 
Extended internal ordinal marking
The examples of internal ordinal marking in (11) and (13) are SIMPLE in the sense that in each instance, only a single constituent carries ordinal marking in the ordinal form of a numeral compound. But some languages instead exhibit EXTENDED internal ordinal marking, in which two or more constituents of a numeral compound exhibit ordinal marking. There are, in fact, three different subtypes of extended internal ordinal marking. The primary distinction is between extended internal ordinal marking which applies to operands of both multiplication and addition and marking which only applies to operands of addition (i.e. to addends). Consider first the Finnish example in (14). As this example shows, Finnish has extended internal ordinal marking, and the application of ordinal marking to a constituent is insensitive to whether that constituent serves as an operand of addition or multiplication. In Modern Greek, by contrast, only operands of addition are eligible for ordinal marking, as the example in (15) shows. Thus, extended internal ordinal marking may be OPERATION-INSENSITIVE (as in (14)) or OPERATION-SENSITIVE (as in (15) Among languages in which extended internal ordinal marking is operation-sensitive, there is a second distinction: in some such languages, the eligibility of an addend for ordinal marking may depend on how large a number it denotes. In Portuguese numeral compounds, all addends, no matter how large a number they denote, are eligible for ordinal marking; for example, the ordinal form of the numeral '1,566th' in (16) has ordinal marking on all of its addends. In Czech numeral compounds, by contrast, a nonfinal addend is eligible for ordinal marking only if it denotes a multiple of ten less than 100; for example, the ordinal form of the numeral '1,964th' in (17) a. Default rule of derivational exponence:
Ord(X) = X -s, where X is the inflectional stem of X b. Rules of derivational exponence overriding (18a):
Similarly, the Ord function has (19) as its (partial) recursive definition in Modern Greek:
a. Default rule of derivational exponence:
Ord(X) = X -to-, where X is X's combining form.
b. Rules of derivational exponence overriding (19a):
. . .
c. Rules of composition overriding (19a):
Where |X| is the number denoted by numeral X and
Two types of structure sensitivity
The Modern Greek rule of composition in (19a) is sensitive to the arithmetic operation involved in a compound numeral. Rules of composition in other languages exhibit other sorts of sensitivity. In Breton, for example, a numeral compound exhibits internal ordinal marking on the addend immediately preceding an overt mark of addition (war 'on', ha 'and'); otherwise it has right-peripheral marking. The examples in (20) The structure sensitivity in (20) involves the localization of ordinal marking among a numeral compound's conjuncts. Breton ordinals also exhibit a second, quite different type of structure sensitivity: a numeral may have one ordinal marking when it appears in isolation and a different ordinal marking when it appears as a member of a compound. In Breton, the cardinal unan '1' has the suppletive ordinal kentañ 'first' when used in isolation; but as part of an additive compound, the ordinal form of unan is the fully regular form unanved; by contrast, the cardinal daou '2' has a suppletive ordinal eil that is used both in isolation and as part of an additive compound (though there is some dialectal variation in this regard). Similar facts hold true in Welsh. The examples in (21a,b) illustrate. As these examples show, certain ordinals have separate absolute and conjunct forms. Similar absolute/conjunct alternations are of course familiar in other areas of morphology (Stump 1995: 264ff; 2001: 119ff) ; for instance, Latin has absolute faciō 'I do' but conjunct -ficiō (perficiō 'I accomplish', adficiō 'I affect', efficiō 'I perform'), French has absolute dites 'you say' but conjunct -disez (contredisez 'you contradict', interdisez 'you prohibit', médisez 'you speak ill of '), Sanskrit has absolute nītvā 'having led' but conjunct -nīya (pariṅīya 'having married', abhinīya 'having brought near', avanīya 'having led down into'), and so on. In some systems, conjunct ordinals alternate optionally with their absolute counterparts. Thus, in Modern Georgian, the fully regular circumfixal form me-ert-e [ORD-1-ORD] '1st' optionally appears as a conjunct alternative to the suppletive ordinal p'irveli '1st'. In Finnish, yksi '1' and kaksi '2' each have two alternative ordinals: an absolute form (ensimmäinen and toinen) and a conjunct form (yhdes and kahdes). The absolute form is used in isolation; the conjunct form is used in multiplicative compounds; and in additive compounds either the absolute form or the conjunct form may be used. The Georgian and Finnish facts are schematized in (22).
(22) Languages with optional conjunct ordinals
Ordinal:
conjunct: Aronson 1989: 147-48, 279-81; 1991: 263-65; Fähnrich 1987: 62-64; 1991: 154-55 . The pattern oc-da-me-ert-e is attested in Old Georgian as oc da me-ert-ey '21st', alongside the external marking pattern of me-oc-da-ert-ey; cf. (9) In view of the two sorts of structure sensitivity that Breton ordinals exhibit, the Breton definition of the Ord function in (23) is different from those of (12), (18), and (19). In this definition, the function Ord conjunct applies to a cardinal numeral to yield the corresponding conjunct ordinal; by default, Ord conjunct (X) = Ord(X) (as in (23a)), but this default is overridden when X = unan 'one' (as in (23b)).
(23) (Partial recursive) definition of Ord in Breton: a. Default rules of derivational exponence:
b. Rules of derivational exponence overriding (23a):
Order sensitivity
In addition to operation sensitivity ( §3.4) and structure sensitivity ( §3.5), ordinal marking may exhibit sensitivity to the ordering of two addends. In Maltese (Afro-Asiatic; Semitic), ordinals are distinguished from cardinals in that they necessarily exhibit initial definiteness marking (ghoxrin 'twenty', l-ghoxrin 'twentieth'); low ordinals also exhibit different stems from their cardinal counterparts (wiehed/wahda 'one' [masc./fem.], l-ewwel 'first'). The ordinal form of an additive compound cardinal exhibits external ordinal marking (realized purely as initial definiteness marking: wiehed u ghoxrin 'twentyone', il-wiehed u ghoxrin 'twenty-first') unless the smaller addend follows, in which case ordinality is realized as both initial definiteness marking and ordinal marking of the smaller addend: mija u wiehed 'one hundred one ', il-mija u l-ewwel 'hundred and first'; mija u wiehed u ghoxrin '121', il-mija u l-wiehed u ghoxrin '121st' (Borg & AzzopardiAlexander 1997: 266-71) . Thus, in Maltese, the Ord function has (24) as its (partial) definition, where Definite(x) is the definiteness-marked form of X. 
Interim summary
The facts discussed so far suggest the typology of ordinal marking in compound numerals in (25). The evidence motivating this typology entails a range of different rules of composition for the compound ordinals in these languages; these are summarized for six languages in (26). (25 Ord(X) = X'-s, where X' is the inflectional stem of X
Ord conjunct (X) = Ord(X)
Overrides:
Modern Greek
Default:
Ord(X) = X' -to-, where X' is X ' s combining form.
Overrides:
Ord ( Overrides:
Maltese
Default: Ord(X) = Definite(X)
Overrides:
Ord(wieh ed) = Ord(wah da) In the foregoing discussion, I have been assuming that compound numerals are morphological compounds and hence that rules of composition are morphological rules. Yet it is certainly possible that in some languages, compound numerals are generated in the syntax rather than in the morphology. For instance, the fact that the noun modified by a Breton cardinal or ordinal may be situated internally to the numeral (as in (20a)) and the fact that the parts of a Finnish complex numeral agree not only in ordinality but in number and case (Karttunen 2006) suggests that in these languages, compound numerals are generated syntactically. This is, however, an issue orthogonal to the need to postulate rules of composition; that is, whether one views a language's compound numerals as a product of morphology or of syntax, it is in any event necessary to postulate rules for the distribution of ordinal morphology with respect to a compound numeral's structure. In twenty-first, the incidence of suppletion in the ordinal marking of the numeral one makes it clear that the ordinal marking is, in these instances, internal. But in some languages, a single pattern of ordinal marking is exceptionlessly used for all numerals, including low numerals. In languages of this sort, ordinal marking may be ambiguous, being neither clearly external nor clearly internal. This ambiguity may arise with suffixal ordinal marking, as in (28), or prefixal marking, as in (29). (29) 
Conclusions
The evidence motivating the typology developed here demonstrates that the rules of composition involved in the derivation of ordinals from compound numerals are highly variable across languages; for this reason, the hypothesis that (1) is the sole rule of composition needed for a language's derivational morphology cannot be maintained. The important theoretical conclusion highlighted by the ordinal evidence is that in formal terms, processes of derivation must be seen as having two components: rules of derivational exponence and rules of composition. Many derivational processes involve only a single, default rule of composition comparable to (1) ; and at least some derivational processes lack even this, insofar as they do not apply to compounds at all. But processes of ordinal derivation reveal a range of alternatives to the rule of composition in (1) . Ultimately, it is not surprising that ordinal derivation should exhibit such a diversity of rules of composition, since in most languages, compound numerals have a much greater type frequency among the bases of ordinal derivation than noncompound numerals. In English, for example, there are fewer than twenty monomorphemic numerals (e.g. zero, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, hundred, thousand, million and googol) , all other numerals being compounds; thus, processes of ordinal derivation are different from most derivational processes in that, in terms of type frequency, they apply mainly to compounds. Moreover, the structure of cardinal numeral compounds varies widely across languages (as noted above in connection with the evidence in (8)); accordingly, it should come as no surprise that languages negotiate the formation of the corresponding ordinal compounds in a variety of ways.
Notes
events for a number of helpful comments; thanks, too, to two anonymous referees for their suggestions. 2. For discussion of the varied ways in which languages form ordinal derivatives from simple cardinal numerals, see Stolz & Veselinova (2005) .
